Martin Heidegger is now widely recognized alongside Wittgenstein as one of the greatest philosophers of the twentieth century. He transformed mainstream philosophy by defining its central task as asking the “question of being,” and he has had a profound impact on fields such as literary theory, theology, psychotherapy, political theory, aesthetics, and environmental studies. His thought has contributed to the recent turn to hermeneutics in philosophy and the social sciences and to current postmodern and poststructuralist developments. Moreover, the disclosure of his deep involvement in the ideology of Nazism has provoked much debate about the relation of philosophy to politics. This new edition of The Cambridge Companion to Heidegger brings to the fore new works that appear in Heidegger’s collected works, as well as new approaches to scholarship that have emerged since the original publication of the first edition. It presents new essays by distinguished Heidegger scholars Julian Young, William Blattner, Taylor Carman, and Mark Wrathall. Their essays cover topics such as Heidegger’s conception of phenomenology, his relation to Kant and Husserl, his conception of the a priori, his account of truth, his stand on the realism/anti-realism debate, and his later conceptions of “dwelling,” “place,” and the “fourfold.” This edition includes a new preface by the editor, revised versions of several essays from the first edition, and an exhaustive and up-to-date bibliography, providing guidance for both newcomers and established scholars to the most recent sources on Heidegger’s work.
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Preparing the second edition of a volume that has become a sort of mainstay turns out to be more difficult than one might suspect. For one thing, it is hard to select from among the many fresh and intelligent new Heideggerians on the scene a limited number of authors who will write the newly commissioned essays. Much harder was satisfying the editor’s demand that some of the original contributions be removed. All of the original essays have proven valuable over the years, so none of them seemed “dispensable.” Then there was the need to revise the bibliography, cataloguing the “complete works” edition (Gesamtausgabe) now finally worked out and selecting representative works from the massive output on Heidegger over the past twelve years. Finally, there was the somewhat distressing task of rereading my own Introduction to the volume from the 1993 edition. So many new Heideggerian texts have become available since then, and so many interesting insights have appeared in the literature, that the original introduction is showing its age. In this preface to the second edition, I will limit myself to discussing each of these tasks in turn.

The brightest moment in compiling a second edition came from reading the essays contributed by relatively new scholars working on Heidegger. The first addition is Taylor Carman’s “The Principle of Phenomenology,” a detailed and informative study of Heidegger’s relationship to the founder of phenomenology, Edmund Husserl. Carman’s paper helps clarify Heidegger’s understanding of the phenomenological method, while showing how this differed from Husserl’s original conception. Over the years it has become increasingly clear that assessing the role and force of phenomenology is
one of the crucial tasks for those who would make the Heideggerian outlook part of their own.

William Blattner’s “Laying the Ground for Metaphysics: Heidegger’s Appropriation of Kant” provides a much needed addition to the original volume. Though Heidegger drew on many sources in composing *Being and Time*, the most striking and philosophically interesting of these sources would seem to be Kant. With great care and precision Blattner examines the reasoning found in Heidegger’s Marburg lectures of 1927/28, *Phenomenological Interpretation of Kant’s “Critique of Pure Reason,”* delivered during the same time frame in which *Being and Time* appeared and shortly before the publication of the better known but notoriously difficult *Kant and the Problem of Metaphysics.*¹ The story is often told of Heidegger, uncomfortably ensconced among Marburg neo-Kantians, trying to “out-Kant the neoKantians” by interpreting the first *Critique* through the lens of his phenomenological “fundamental ontology.” Given his solid grasp of both Kant and Heidegger, Blattner is able to show the advantages and shortcomings of Heidegger’s short-lived attempt to appropriate Kant. With this interpretation of Heidegger’s Kantianism we can get a better understanding of the Kantian vocabulary and moves made in *Being and Time* as well as a grasp of the vehement rejection of everything “transcendental” in Heidegger’s self-criticisms in his later *Contributions to Philosophy (From Enowning).*² Among his other valuable contributions, Blattner gives us a clue as to why “time” seems to fall out of its privileged position in the writings after *Being and Time*.

No concept in Heidegger’s life’s work is more pivotal or more contentious than the notion of “truth.” Finding roots for this concept in the ancient Greek concept of *aletheia*, a term that etymologically suggests “un-forgetfulness” or “un-concealment,” Heidegger sought to show that the ordinary understanding of truth as correspondence between proposition and fact is dependent upon an older, more basic understanding of truth as disclosure, the interplay of unconcealing and concealing. Whatever one thinks of this bit of etymological derivation, the Heideggerian conception of truth raises a number of problems connected with the well-known “realism/anti-realism” debate. Most strikingly, the question arises of whether we can say, for example, “Water is H₂O” is true in the full-blooded, non-relativistic sense in which we tend to think it is true. Mark Wrathall,
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in his rigorous and textually grounded essay “Truth and the Essence of Truth in Heidegger’s Thought,” shows how carefully Heidegger thought through issues of this sort. The outcome is a plausible and philosophically astute account of Heidegger’s views.

One of the limitations of the first edition of the Cambridge Companion to Heidegger was the paucity of studies of the “later” Heidegger, that is, the works produced by Heidegger after the mid-1930s. One reason for this shortcoming was the difficulty in finding the sort of clear, illuminating exegeses of these works accessible to the audience the companion was supposed to reach. This is why I am especially pleased to add Julian Young's remarkable essay, “The Fourfold,” to this edition. Young has written a number of works on Heidegger in recent years, proving himself to be one of the clearest and most engaging scholars in this field. His contribution to this volume reflects the mastery and insightfulness characteristic of all his writings. Using vivid examples drawn from familiar cultural practices and ways of thought (quite a few of them from his home in New Zealand), he illuminates such Heideggerian concepts as earth, sky, mortal, gods, and, above all, dwelling and place. In Young's hands, obscure Heideggerian texts come alive and display their contemporary relevance.

Adding new essays led me to reorganize the volume as a whole. In this new edition, the first eight chapters deal primarily with the sources and themes of Heidegger's work up to and including Being and Time. Chapters 9 through 13 deal with issues and topics that span Heidegger’s life’s work. And the final chapter focuses on themes from the later writings.

The most challenging task for me in rethinking the volume was determining which chapters to remove. I felt comfortable removing Richard Rorty’s essay because it is readily available in his Philosophical Papers. Harrison Hall’s essay, “Intentionality and World: Division I of Being and Time,” an essay I find especially helpful to students and nonspecialists, found a home in my recently published collection, The Existentialists, and so is still available. Finally, Frederick A. Olafson has produced a large body of valuable works on Heidegger that is worth reading as a whole.

Revising the bibliography required incorporating some of the many fine secondary sources that have appeared since 1993. That also meant deleting some of the works that had appeared in the earlier
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edition. In working on the bibliography, and in many other tasks connected with producing a second edition, I was aided by Kevin Aho, Indrani Bhattercharjee, Chris Kirby, and Richard Polt. My deep thanks to them for their help.

In addition to the new entries in the bibliography, I would like to acknowledge here some exceptionally good new works that have appeared in the past twelve years. These include Karin de Boer’s *Thinking in the Light of Time: Heidegger’s Encounter with Hegel* (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2000), Michael Friedman’s *A Parting of the Ways: Carnap, Cassirer, and Heidegger* (Chicago: Open Court, 2000), Hans Ruin’s *Enigmatic Origins: Tracing the Theme of Historicity through Heidegger’s Works* (Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell International, 1994), two volumes by Theodore Kisiel: *The Genesis of Heidegger’s “Being and Time”* (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995) and *Heidegger’s Way of Thought: Critical and Interpretative Signposts* (New York: Continuum, 2002), John van Buren’s *The Young Heidegger: Rumor of the Hidden King* (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994), and a number of essays by Thomas Sheehan. I have also benefited immensely from works by, and conversations with, Iain Thomson, Hubert Dreyfus, Julian Young, Taylor Carman, Stephen Crowell, Richard Polt, and Benjamin Crowe. These influences, together with the revelations in the new volumes of the *Gesamtausgabe* and their English translations, have done much to shift my ways of thinking about Heidegger in recent years. Despite these pressures to change my interpretation, I have chosen not to revise my Introduction to the first edition beyond some minor changes. I think I would stand by most of what I said back then, including my assessment of Heidegger’s involvement with the Nazis. But if I were to write an introduction to the companion today, it would certainly be different from what I wrote then. Perhaps a few hints of how my views have changed might be of interest.

First, thanks to Michael Friedman’s and Theodore Kisiel’s writings on Lask and Heidegger, I am less inclined than ever to think of Heidegger as an anti-realist in a strong sense. What misled me in my earlier thinking about Heidegger was the tendency on the part of translators to read the technical term ‘Seiende’ as “beings” or “entities.” Such translations ignore the fact that ‘das Seiende’ is singular and refers not to a collection of items or (even more misleadingly)
“things” or “objects.” I have become convinced that the best way to translate this term is the way it was translated in some of the earliest translations of Heidegger’s writings: as “what-is.” In contrast to the constructivism of the Kantian tradition, which treats objects of experience as built up from a manifold of intuition, Heidegger holds that Dasein “always already” finds itself thrown into the midst of what-is, already conditioned by something it can never master or fully grasp. Seen in this light, then, the question Heidegger asks is not “How are objects constituted from raw data?” but rather, “What are the conditions that make it possible for us to apprehend what-is in the ways we do apprehend it?” In his earliest writings, this was thought of as world; later it came to be thought of more as language; and in the late appropriations of early Greek thought, it comes to be thought of in terms of the old and rich concept of logos.

When the guiding question of Heidegger’s life’s work is seen as asking about the possibility of apprehension, then it becomes clear that what is at issue in his thought is not “Being,” where this is seen either in the traditional sense of essentia and existentia or as mystified into some crypto-theological invention. Instead, what is at issue is the possibility for anything to emerge into presence as such and such, that is, to be taken as something or other. What Heidegger is concerned with is the play of identity and difference, the schema of “this-and-not-that,” which provides the “Opening,” leeway or realm of free play by virtue of which things can be freed up and allowed to show forth in some distinctive way. On Heidegger’s account, humans, as occupying a site in the midst of what-is (i.e., by “being there”), play a pivotal role in this event of coming-into-presence. But they do not create “entities” in the sense of making them. It is better to say that humans are participants in an event of emergence and that they are as much dependent on that event as the event is dependent on them. On this reading of Heidegger’s thought, it is impossible to regard his views as “idealistic” or “anti-realist” in the sense of a metaphysical claim about where all extant beings come from. Dasein’s finitude includes its thrownness into and conditionedness by what-is. This is why in the later writings human beings (“mortals”) make up only one point in a field of force called “the fourfold.”

This shift in emphasis in reading the Heideggerian corpus has important consequences for Heidegger scholarship. First, it is now
possible to see the discussion of the “ready-to-hand” and “present-at-hand,” which seemed so important in Being and Time but was never taken up again after that work, as an example of how what-is can show up and how one mode of manifestation can be derivative from another. Second, we can see more clearly the import of Heidegger’s claims that there are certain crucial ways of being for humans—early on he mentions anxiety and boredom, later it is “startled dismay” or “shock” [Erschrecken]—in which we are able to apprehend what-is in its raw “that it is.” So it seems that Heidegger also leaves room for a sort of realism according to which we can gain some access to what-is as it is in itself, independent of any human perspectives. Finally, the conception of what-is as apprehended in different ways given different stances of Dasein makes it possible to distinguish [a] modes of apprehension that conceal more than what they reveal from [b] modes of apprehension that free things up so they can come into their own as what they are. In terms of this distinction, we can get clearer about Heidegger’s contrast between technology, which treats everything as part of a “standing reserve” on hand for our use, and “releasement” [Gelassenheit], a stance toward what-is that lets it be what it can and should be. What is important in taking a stance toward things, Heidegger suggests, is to maintain the questionable-ness of all that is if we are to let things show up as what they are “properly” (one meaning of the German word eigen).

It should be obvious that this reading of the overarching viewpoint of Heidegger’s life’s work generates a set of puzzles about relativism, truth, and the idea of a “thing-in-itself.” These are the sorts of puzzles that Heidegger scholars will want to hammer out before they can assess the overall plausibility of Heidegger’s thought. But the fact that Heidegger’s thought leads to interesting questions of this sort shows why it has proven to be such a fertile ground for philosophical excavation.

NOTES
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2. This translation of the major work, *Beiträge zur Philosophie (Vom Ereignis)*, by Parvis Emad and Kenneth Maly (Bloomington: Indiana University), appeared in 1999.

3. See the three books by Julian Young listed in the bibliography.


9. For this reason I would no longer say, as I did in footnote 10 of the Introduction to the first edition, that the ready-to-hand is “more real” than the present-at-hand. Certainly it is true that encountering what-is as ready-to-hand is “more primordial” than the encounter with the present-at-hand, and it is presumably also less constrictive and distorting. But from that we cannot conclude that the ready-to-hand is “the real.” At the same time, however, I would still disagree with Dreyfus’ “minimal hermeneutic realism about nature.” There is no justification for equating what-is with nature in the “naturalistic” sense of that term.
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12. Iain Thomson, in his *Heidegger on Ontotheology: Technology and the Politics of Education* (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), shows how important the ideal of maintaining questionableness is to Heidegger's philosophy of education. It is because of this role of open-ended questioning in all thinking that Heidegger calls his writings "paths, not works" (*Wege, nicht Werke*).